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Benefits of Staging a Provider

• Scalable (1-1,000 providers)

• Decrease “Physician 
Champion” learning curve

• Develop sub-categories for 
technical capabilities

• Develop action plans for:
Organization

Departments

Individuals
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A Physician Adoption Approach Must Support 
People-Related Risks

4/22/2008 GHS – Guthrie Physician Adoption
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Physician Adoption Programs foster a smoother transition for those 
affected by technology and process changes.

Minimizes

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The graph on this slide shows the “typical” path that individuals take when experiencing large-scale change. The intent of the Change Management Program is to minimize the duration and depth of the dip – often referred to as the “valley of despair” so that people can more smoothly transition into new job roles or learn new ways of working. This is depicted as the red line in the graphic.

Projects, such as this one, radically change your employee’s  job environment and this causes people to respond in similar manners.  We, the project team,  push end users outside of their comfort zones.  They will experience the same range of emotions that we see here on the chart.  The key is to understanding where certain groups are and to what levels we must move them in order for project success.  There will be some employees who resist the change.  It’s important to understand that resistance is a normal reaction to change.  If done properly, we move employees from resistance to acceptance through involvement, communication, and training.

Main points here are quicker adoption of the change, minimize learning curve, employee acceptance and buy-in.
Differentiate between clients with FORMAL change management and clients without. Do cho-cho train.
You know, some of our clients don’t choose to incorporate change management into their projects. Rough transition, slow learning curve, inadequate training, inconsistent communication.  When these clients realize the need for change management, it is often too late.  

Benefits of change management:
Ensures people don’t revert to the “old way” of doing things – increased ROI.  Celanese is spending hundreds of thousands of dollars on a new organization, new processes, and a new system – if employees find workarounds, or simply use the system incorrectly – the Celanese looses money.
Expedited adoption = decreased opportunity cost
Clearly defined roles and responsibilities
Reduces re-training

Earlier attainment of optimal productivity; people, process and technology benefits fully captured
Expedited attainment of productivity goals
Full leverage of people, process and technology related benefits
Decreased opportunity cost of resources to enable transition �to next project
Employee acceptance and ownership; decreased change resistance
Clearly-defined and communicated new job roles, responsibilities and behaviors
Reduced re-training and post rollout support
Builds and sustains capacity �for future change
�
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Examples of Provider Staging Touch Points 

• Project Kick Off (Organization)

• Online/ Paper Readiness Assessment (Organization/ 
Department)

• Physician Champion Road Shows (Department/ Individual)

• Clinical Content Design (Department/ Individual)

• Onsite Pre-training (Individual)

• Go-Live Support (Organization/ Department/ Individual)

Organization Department Individual
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Decision Answer/Option Selected Actions Required

Are allergies documented at the time of check-in? Clerk currently asks allergies at check-in and documents in system.  
Clerk will discontinue the documentation of allergies to prevent asking 
patients for duplicate information.  Nurse enters and verifies allergies 
in Epic.

Notify Clerk to discontinue documentation of allergies into IDX

What should be done with HIPAA and patient consent forms? Clerk currently stores HIPAA and patient consent forms.  This process 
will not change.

None

Does the patient complete a clinical history form prior to the exam? Yes, for new patients only. None

How will Nurse know when a scheduled patient has arrived? Clerk prints facesheet and Nurse retrieves the facesheet from the 
nursing station.  Nurse reviews schedule for “Arrived” patients.  Will 
begin with using the facesheet and transfer to using the patient list 
only once staff is comfortable with the new process.

None

Standardized Process Tools

Issue Solution Actions Required

Unclear of the process for using Epic schedule dots Operations has defined the following colored dots for Epic 
(recommended use, but not required):
•Yellow – Patient is ready to be seen by the Provider
•Blue – Point of care test (POCT) has been ordered; Automatically 
placed based on order type
•Green – Charges have been entered into IDX for closed encounter

send document with dot process description
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Standardized Process Map Output

Arrives for office 
visit

Verifies Patient is 
schedule for an 

appointment

IDX

Verifies 
demographic 
information

IDX

Verifies insurance 
information

IDX

Generates patient 
receipt for 
payment

IDX

Deliver 
Patient Care

Retrieves chart 
from designated 

location

First office 
visit?Yes

No

Reviews schedule 
for arrived patient

Epic

Places consent 
forms in folder

Prints facesheet at 
nursing station

IDX

Documents B# 
on forms

Waits in waiting 
room

Completes HIPAA 
and consent forms

Flags patient 
arrival

Epic

Marks patient as 
arrived

IDX

Notifies Clinic 
Front Desk that 

patient has arrived

Retrieves 
facesheet from 

printer

Walks chart and/or 
facesheet to 

hallway

Places chart and/
or facesheet in 
holder on wall

Retrieves chart 
and/or facesheet 
from wall holder
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Medical, Medication, and Lab Errors

Percent reporting medical mistake, medication error, or lab error in past two years

UK=United Kingdom; GER=Germany; NZ=New Zealand; AUS=Australia; CAN=Canada; US=United States.
Data: Analysis of 2005 Commonwealth Fund International Health Policy Survey of Sicker Adults; Schoen et al. 2005a.
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Source: Commonwealth Fund National Scorecard on U.S. Health System Performance, 2006

44,000 to 98,000 people die in US hospitals annually 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Add comment: this represents serious errors that either did have or could have serious consequences including deaths.  During a hospitalization there is a 30% chance of such an error, while for comparison, there is a 0.002% the Airlines will lose your luggage.  �
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Source: Laura Adams, President and CEO, Rhode Island Quality Institute

Current Status: HIT in U.S. Health Care
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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Despite the fact that many of the problems of quality and cost that plague our system are amenable to information technology, and that we know the value of implementing it, U. S. adoption of IT compares very poorly with the rest of the western world.  It’s worth noting that there are a number of reasons for this: perverse at economic incentives, the complexity of our system of systems, the unintended consequences of regulation and legislation, and the overlapping profit motives of a private system.  Not the least of the problems, is the complexityand expense of connecting multiple sources of information that were never designed to interact in the first place.

"HIE is an instrument of care, an information tool which will never be a cure in and of itself"



The medical profession will possibly be the last paper based industry in America.


�
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Change Readiness Adoption Gap

Provider offices with 25 providers or less are 50% 
more likely to be:

“Not Automated Without Plans”

Source: HIMSS Analytics 2007
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The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in 
moments of comfort and convenience, but where he stands at 

times of challenge and controversy. 

- Martin Luther King, Jr.
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